2. Reader’s Feedback

"... We welcome your efforts in promoting equitable access to information by developing tools and standards supporting content creation in Indian languages and its dissemination in the electronic environment. These experiences could provide useful case studies and practical guidance for other Member States seeking to develop linguistic tools and resources to support information content development in their national languages. We would welcome an opportunity to explore possible cooperation in this regard. A link to the TDIL website is being added to our Observatory on the Information Society. I look forward to further exploring mutually beneficial cooperative efforts."

– Abdul Waheed Khan, UNESCO, Paris. E-mail : aw.khan@unesco.org

"... I have much interest and pleasure to write to you. However, I would like that you include my name in the upcoming editorial seminars that would be organised in your country by your Institute. For I am a Secretary-computer typist for the past 10 year with Association National des Comites de Langues Comerounaises (ANACLAC) or national Association of Cameroonian Language Committees (NACALCO). NACALCO had problems in editing books, so it would be a great advantage for me & I will benefit from these upcoming seminars. Another reason is that all your publications that, I have read through are excellently produced ...."

– Ntah Fabian, Yaounde, Cameroon. E-mail : ntah_fabian@yahoo.com

"... Thank you very much for sending latest copy of the quarterly VishwaBharat@tdil. We have noted the tremendous strides made in language technologies. We would suggest that a copy each of this useful publication be sent to the following organizations (Gujarati Society, Singapore Telugu Samajam, The Singapore Tamilian Society Singapore Kerala Association) in Singapore which would be the direct beneficiaries/ end users of such technologies here."

– Ravi Bangar, Deputy High Commissioner, Singapore E-mail : ihcdhc@pacific.net.sg

"... Thanks for the issue of the VishwaBharat@tdil. The Newsletter has been catalogued in our library and will be accessible by our faculty members as well as software developers and other experts. I would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your colleagues success in promoting Information Technology for the Indian Languages."

– Reza Faraji-Dana, University of Tehran E-mail : reza@ut.ac.ir

"... We read with interest about your initiatives in India, especially the TDIL (Technology Development for Indian Languages) and "Digital Unite and Knowledge for all" projects and the possibility of setting up a Technological Interchange mechanism. We in ILCA are very interested in the advances in language technology that you are making and wish to know more about them; to see how we can apply similar measures here...."

– Casilla, La Paz, Bolivia, Sudamerica Website : www.icanet.com

"... The enclosed copy of the TDIL newsletter, I found both informative and an interesting reading. Once again I thank you for the document sent and indeed it has been gratifying meeting you during the Experts group meeting on Multilingualism and the Cyberspace...."

– Mohammed S. Sheya, Tanzanrep Paris E-mail : Tanzanie@infonie.fr

"... The Newsletter is very informative and in fact our diplomatic mission requires information on Information Technology from time to time. Thanking you once again, please accept Dr. Vikas the assurances of my highest consideration...."

– Alejandro A. Garrido A., Ambassador of Panama E-mail : panaind@bol.net.in

"... I acknowledge receipt of your letter. Please keep me informed of your research on machine Aided Translation, Human-machine Interface systems and other technolinguistic tools...."

– Alain Clavet, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada E-mail : alain.clavet@ocol-clo.gc.ca